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Physician Management: 
Herding Dogs or Cats?

Bruce H. Ziran, MD FACS
Director of Orthopaedic Trauma

The Hughston Clinic at
Gwinnett Medical Center

Atlanta, Georgia

Dogs versus Cats

• Dogs
• Typically prefer companionship
• Function in hierarchy (Pack)
• Usually happy to see others
• Easy to train
• Predictable responses (rational)
• Loyal to owner

Dogs versus Cats

• Cats
• Often prefer solitude
• Function independently (Solo)
• Could care less about others
• Nearly impossible to train
• Unpredictable responses (irrational)
• Would kill owner if needed
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Physician Practice Trends

• Trend toward employed
• Under 40 yo 2x more likely

• Less likely to want to be on call
• Potential for “shift” work 
• More specialized

• Fellowships more common
• “I don’t do that” 

Evaluation of Surgeons
• Three Primary Domains

• Cognitive (knowledge)
• Psychomotor (technical)
• Affective (personality)

• The Three A’s of success 
• Able
• Available
• Affable

ABOS Knowledge

• 84/118 passed recerts
• 34 failed

• 47/50 passed if no prior failures
• 3 failed

• 68 had prior failures
• 34/68 failed  ~50%

• Multiple reasons including technical, ethics, professionalism, etc
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The Cognitive Domain: Intelligence
• Orthopaedics consistently in the Top 10% of Medical School Graduates

• Why do some fail part I of the ABOS Written Exam?

Knowledge versus Wisdom

• Knowledge is what you learned
• Wisdom is learning how you use it

• The Dogma Trap:
• Emulating without question what has been taught

• “So and so said this is the only way…”
• Assuming the literature is always accurate

• Its not. Trust me.
• Using the literature as a digital jury

• “If I don’t do this, then they will get….”
• Humeral fractures nail versus plate as an example

Things I Have Learned, Not From Books…..
• Good Judgment Comes From Experience, Which Comes From Bad Judgement

• Thanks K. Heiple
• The Host matters more than the disease

• Thank you G. Cierny
• Use clorpactin for everything

• Thank you AMC silver foxes
• Don’t use sustained retraction

• Thanks M. Keith/M. Chapman
• Its how clean it is before you close that matters

• Like a shower before sex (thanks to wives)
• Use monofilament suture, and not a lot

• Me
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The Technical Domain: Ability

• Thinking in 3-D
• The Dental Admissions Test
• Organic Chemists

• Common Sense
• How to fix things
• Basic Physics

• Coordination
• Good musicians
• Good carpenters
• Good painters

The Affective Domain: Personality

• Surgeons have “strong” personalities
• Narcissism I need attention
• OCD Neurosis I have to do this
• Border-line I am not the problem
• Megalomania I am the best
• Sociopath I cut people
• ADHD I need to do more

• The “C-suite” knows this
• They have courses on the topic
• Generational differences

The Stereotypes

• Surgeons
• Anesthesia
• Medicine
• Pediatrics
• Psychiatry

Jama 2014
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Only Dermatology and ENT Had Higher Scores

Lets Talk About Why

• Exceptional memory
• Preference for “Sameness”
• High IQ
• Poor sense of time
• Poor social skills
• Difficult transitioning
• Inability to understand others Aspergers Syndrome or most surgeons

Management of Physician/Surgeons

• Some quotes from the “C-suites”
• “Some great surgeons, but not personalities”
• “A bunch of misfit toys”
• “What is it about these surgeons?”
• “Oh no, not him again…”
• “Your turn to deal with him”
• “Their poor wife/husband”

• More veteran organizations are trying to get 
out of the physician management business

• Contracting out management services
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The Challenge: More Than One Domain

• Cognitive Impairment is rare in Orthopaedics
• Test/Knowledge failure is usually due to lack of effort

• Individual Domains can be addressed

• When two are present: Problem

What everyone 
wants to have

Periodic behavior 
corrections. Trips 
to the principles 
office

Remedial training 
or limit the 
complexity of 
their work. Bread 
and Butter only.

This is the real 
problem. And 
what usually 
accounts for the 
most energy

Affective Domain

Technical
Domain

Good

Good

Bad

Bad

Peer-to-Peer

• Peer to peer discussions often helpful
• “The Sameness” of Asperger's
• Understanding of the job
• Understanding of the challenges
• Understanding of the frustrations
• Providing a road-map to adjustment…

Summary

• Managing physicians is not like 
herding dogs…. That’s easy

• Its definitely cats……
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Thank You
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